THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF DATA VISUALISATION
Statful is the next generation of data
aggregation and visualisation platform. An
intersection of art and science. That brings
together raw data streams to show the full
spectrum of your business. Always on. Always
working. Allowing you to scale without risk.

What we’re all about:
Statful’s partnership with AWS cloud hosting gives
you unrialled availability, safety and scalability.

Feel the power of when art meets science. Explore
data streams across multi-dimensions, and analyse
your spectrum in beautiful full colour.
Bring your world together with a sharing feature
that empowers your operations and business units.
With the tools they need to thrive.
Statful can integrate data from any source and
seamlessly scale to the volumes at hand. So we’re
with you every step of the way.

Statful. Stay one step ahead.
Business is all about growth. So you need to be able to scale with systems that are
ready to move with you. Statful is designed to adapt. Frictionless. With the power to
handle what comes next.
Want to learn more about how Statful can help you spot patterns and see the full spectrum of your business?
Organise your free Statful demo at statful.com or please contact sales@statful.com with any further questions.
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IN THE MOMENT
Statful is always on. A real-time aggregator
for all your data streams. Detect trends. No
hunches. No refresh. No downtime. So you
can stay in the moment and see everything
as it happens.

What we’re all about:
Stay one step ahead of critical issues with real-time
multi-channel notifications.

Powered by InfluxDB. Giving you high performance
and 24/7 response. Ingest huge amounts of data
and retrieve it in real-time. All in one place.
Statful lives in the cloud. Meaning our platform is
available anywhere and anytime. However you
need it.
See data your way with responsive graphs and
customisable data views.

Statful. Stay one step ahead.
Business has never moved faster. Customers expect 24/7 service and information. That’s
why Statful deals in real-time streams. Not batches of already old information. So you can
keep an eye on the detail and a finger on the pulse. As it happens.
Want to learn more about how Statful can help you spot patterns and see the full spectrum of your business?
Organise your free Statful demo at statful.com or please contact sales@statful.com with any further questions.
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SEE THE WORLD
YOUR WAY
Tailor Statful to your business. However you
need it. Configure data streams, compute
them, choose what to analyse and how to
visualise it. Join the dots. Spot the patterns.
See the world your way.

What we’re all about:
Statful is built with flexibility and integration in
mind. Letting you get on with telling your own
data story.

Slice through data with custom tags or baselines.
Share and visualise your streams on-the-go. In a
perspective everyone can see.
Seamlessly send custom metrics. Use
industry-standard open source collectors.
Whatever your style. It’s centralised across
the operations stack and good to go.

Statful. Stay one step ahead.
Every company is unique. No two sources or systems are the same. Or their data.
That’s why you need a platform that can be configured to you. That provides a common way to view your business. Smoothly. Intuitively. However you need it.
Want to learn more about how Statful can help you spot patterns and see the full spectrum of your business?
Organise your free Statful demo at statful.com or please contact sales@statful.com with any further questions.
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VALUE YOU CAN
MEASURE
Seeing real-time trends and configuring our
system to your business leaves everyone
better prepared. To save time, money and
manpower. Freeing up resources to let you get
on with business. However you do it. With the
power to see the world your way.

What we’re all about:
Statful is here from day one. To configure the
system as you need it. We can be up-and-running
in no time. And there for you every moment after.

Your systems evolve and so do we. Our wide range
of support options means we’ll keep up with your
business needs. However they change.
Our telemetry system uses scalable, cloudbased infrastructure. Meaning we take care of all
the maintenance. You don’t even need to install
it on-site.

Statful. Stay one step ahead.
We know that if you can’t measure something, you can’t value it. That’s why our
platform is designed to give results from day one. You work hard for your money. Let
Statful work hard for you.
Want to learn more about how Statful can help you spot patterns and see the full spectrum of your business?
Organise your free Statful demo at statful.com or please contact sales@statful.com with any further questions.
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Statful is a Telemetry System that’s hosted in the Cloud. It’s designed with
simplicity and flexibility in mind. It removes the burden of managing a realtime system on your premises.
Statful for Tech & Engineering

Statful for Business

Statful is your go-to tool for analysis and your preparation

Our vision is to improve customer satisfaction and

for any big event. Our platform allows you to generate

retention by helping rapidly identify possible issues with

concise, clear and comprehensive reports on your

your data. Long before customers are affected. With

performance tests, and create dashboards that act as

Statful anybody can become a data specialist.

real-time warning systems for Ops and IT teams.

No rocket science required.

Statful is a source-agnostic monitoring platform. Leaving you to
instrument the world your way. Get insights to your stack, under the
hood of your application or even on a WebSummit event through
Twitter’s API, in real-time. However you need it, we can handle it.
Characteristics:

Features:

Simplicity

Data Exploration

Send metrics to Statful using a straightforward line
protocol. Statful’s ability to split data into streams allows
you to separate the data from the noise.

Statful’s extensive instrumentation allows you to obtain
requests per second, response times, CPU, memory usage,
database call execution times and much more. All in realtime and neatly separated by environment and endpoint.

Scalability
Statful handles high volumes of metrics without breaking
a sweat. We’ve already run up to 150k metrics per second
for one client, and we’ve got a lot left in the tank.

Empowerment
Statful empowers your perspective by allowing complete
customisation of your dashboards. Selecting exactly which
metrics you need and how to use them.

Data Visualisation
Statful ingests your data and syncs it to customisable,
interactive graphs. Use it to detect when traffic on your
infrastructure is creeping to critical levels. Use baselines to
pinpoint where the fail would occur. Even anticipate which
endpoints might cause an incident. So no more downtime.

Alerts
Open Source
We support an increasing set of client-side languages and
frameworks! Choose a Kubernetes or AWS collector, a
Vert.x client or beyond, and quickly gather your metrics
with minimum effort.

Tell Statful exactly when you need to be alerted. Then
sit back. Safe in the knowledge that your data will be
measured in real-time. With information sent directly to
Slack, Pagerduty, e-mail or whichever channel best suits
you, using our Webhooks integration.

For more information or to view a demo of the Statful platform please visit our resources page – where
you’ll find case studies and documentation – or contact sales@statful.com to discuss your data needs.
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